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Another important use of wrappers is in extending the query capabilities of a source. For instance,
some sources may not be capable of answering queries
that have multiple predicates. In such cases, it is necessary to pose a native query to such a source using
only predicates that the source is capable of handling.
The rest of the predicates are automatically separated
When
from the user query and form a jilter query.
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the wrapper receives the results, a poet-processing
engine applies the filter query, This engine supports a
set of built-in predicates based on the comparison
op
erators =, #, <, >, etc. In addition,
the engine supports more complex predicates
that can be specified
M Part of the filter query. The postprocessing
engine
is common to wrappers of all sources and is part of the
wrapper toolkit. Note that because of postprocessing,
the wrapper can handle a much larger class of queries
than those that exactly match the templates
it has

been given.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the wrapper archi. .
as it IS currently implemented in our TSIMMIS testbed. Shaded components are provided by the
tecture

1A native
query is not necessarily
a string
of a wellstructured
query language,
e.g., SQL. In genersl,
the term
a fee c ‘(native query” may refer tO .sny program used to sccess and
retrieveinformationfrom the underlying source.
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of templates (rules) written in a high level declarative language that describe the queries accepted by the
wrapper as well as the objects that it returns. If an application query matches a template, an implementorprovided action associated with the template is executed to rovide the native query for the underlying source F. When the source returns the result of
the query, the wrapper transforms the answer which
is represented in the data model of the source into a
representation that is used by the application. Using
this toolkit one can quicldy design a simple wrapper
with a few templates that cover some of the desired
functionality, probably the one that is most urgently
needed. However, templates can be added gradually
as more functionality is required later on.

Based on these observations, we have developed a
wrapper implementation toolkit [7] for quickly building wrappers. The toolkit contains a library for commonly used functions, such as for receiving queries
from the application and packaging results. It also
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contains a facility for translating queries into sourcespecific commands,
and for translating
results into a
model useful to the application.
The philosophy
behind our “template-baaed”
translation methodology
is
as follows. The wrapper implementor specifies a set

or more commands/queries understandable by the underlying source and transform the native results into a
format understood by the application. As part of the
TSIMMISproject [1,6] we have developed hard-coded
wrappers for a variety of sources (e.g., Sybase DBMS,
W WW pages, etc.) including legacy systems (Folio).
However, anyone who has built a wrapper before can
attest that a lot of effort goos into developing and writing such a wrapper. In situations where it is important or desirable to gain access to new sources quicldy,
this is a major drawback. Furthermore, we have also
observed that only a relatively small part of the code
deals with the specific access details of the source. The
rest of the code is either common among wrappers or
implements query and data transformation that could
be expressed in a high level, declarative fashion.
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In order to access information
from a variety of heterogeneous information
sources, one has to be able to
translate queries and data from one data model into
another.
This functionality
is provided by so-called
(source) wrappers [4,8] which convert queries into one
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Figure 1: Wrapper architecture

toolkit,
the white component is source-specific and
must be generated by ~he implementor. ‘The driver
component cent rols the translation process and invokes the following services: the parser which parses
the templates, the native schema, as well as the incoming queries into internal data structures, the matcher
which matches a query against the set of templates and
creates a filter query for postprocessing if necessary,
the native component which submits the generated ac-

semantic information about the object, i.e., describes
the meaning of the object in a h~an
readable form.
The type is either atomic (e.g., integer, string, binary,
etc. ) or complex. The value of a complex object is the
set of the object references to its subobjects. Certain
OEM objects are chosen to be top-ieuelor root objects,
that have zero or more subobjects
(also termed child
objects).
Toplevel
objects provide “entry points” into
the object structure from which subobjects
can be requested, as explained below. For example, the following structure represents an object labeled ansuer that
consists of several book subobiects. Each book ob iect

tion string
the native

to the source, and extracts
the data from
result using the information
given in the
source schema. and the enoine. which transforms and

packages the result and ap~lies’ a postprocessing falter
if one has been created by the matcher. We now describe the sequence of events that occur at the wrapper
during the translation of a query and its result using
an example from our prototype system. The queries
are formulated using a rule-based language called MSL
that has been developed as a template specification
and query language for the TSIMMISproject, Data is
represented using our Object Exchange Model (OEM),
We will briefly describe MSL and OEM in the next
section. Details on MSL can be found in [5], a full
introduction to OEM is given in [I].

has itself three subobjects lab~led author, year, ‘md
title.
Note that we will omit the type and OID from
all OEM objects in order to improve the readability of
the examples:
(answer {
(book {
(author “Jones”)
(year “1980”)
(title “Database
(book {
...
})
..}

2

An Example

Theory”)}

)

)

OEM objects are created by the wrapper as the result of an MSL query. Since our example only uses a
small subset of its syntax we will not describe the full
functionality here. MSL is a rule-based language that

OEM, is a self-describing object model with nesting
and identity. Every object in OEM h= an object identifier (OID), type, label, and value. The label carries

extracts OEM objects (including their subobjects)
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The following is an example of a template (without
its action string) that matches the query shown in (I):

matching

patterns
in the query against existing
OEM
for example, the wrapper templates. Each
MSL query consists of a rule head and a rule tad separated by the :- symbol.
Variables are represented by

structures,

B

identifiers starting with capital letter, such as P and Y.
The tail describes the search pattern, while the head
describes the structure of the OEM objects that will

:–

B :< book

{<

author

$X

>}

>

(2)

This template matches the input query because the
substitutions B ~ P and $X + “Jones” transform
the template into an MSL expression that subsumes
the input query, i.e., the resulting
query returns a
superset of the expected
results.
For details on the
matching process as well as a discussion on query subsumption in MSL refer to [7]. Note that we could have
designed a template that matches the input query exactly had we decided to let the source execute predicates on year.

be constructed.
Intuitively, we match the tail pattern
against the object stmcture exported by the wrapper,
thereby bkding
the variables to object components

of the wrappers’ object structure. Note that when a
field contains a constant (e.g., “Jones”), the pattern
binds successfully only with OEM objects that have
the same constant in the corres~ondiniz field f~attem
matching
may descend recursiv~ly
thr~’
th~ object
structure).
The result of the query consists
of all the
objects (and their descendants)
whose patterns
match
the query tail. For each of the matched
objects,
the
object specified
in the query head is returned.

Using the associated

//

action

W = “select
where author

For the remainder
of this example,
we are assuming
that we have a relational
database
containing
biblb
graphic information
about papers and books for which
we have developed
a wrapper accepting
MSL queries.
Let us further assume that we have a user who is in-

* from

book

=.l’ $X //.

(3)

and the substitution $X + “Jones”, the matcher produces the following native SQL query:

select
*
from book
where author = ‘ ‘ Jones) ‘

terested in all papem authored by “Jones” which have
MSL
been published before 1984. A corresponding
query is:

P

:–

The driver then invokes the query processing part of
the native component which submits the native query
to the source. When the result is returned, the driver
invokes the query engine to perform postprocessing
that is necessary in order to remove all those publications from the answer that were published on or after
1984 (since the ori@ml query was for publications before 1984). This is done by applying the foflowing MSL
filter query to the result:

P: <book

{< year Y ><

author “Jones”>}

>

AND lt(~ 1984).

(1)

This query can be interpreted in plain English as
Find all publications Iabeledbook which have
subobjects year and author, and for which
the author field has value “Jones” and the
year jield value is less than 1984.

B

The lt (Y, 1984) predicate in the MSL query shown
in (1) specifies that the < comparison operator be used
on the values of the year subobject rather than the default = operator (as is the case with author subobject
Upon receipt by the wrapper, the query is sent to
the driver component which invokes the pamer. After
the query is successfully pareed, the driver invokes the
matcher to match the query against a set of template
rules. These rules describe the queries that are accepted by the wrapper; in a sense, template rules are
“parametenzed MSL queries.”
Associated with each
rule is an action string that describes the corresponding native query. Since we are assuming a relational
DBMS as our source in this example, the action string
is a paramet erized SQL query. In order to demonstrate the postprocessing capabilities of the wrapper
we have chosen not to include predicates on year in
the templates.
we are sssuming

that our source

3

predicates

in order to msximize

book{ <year
it(Y, 1984).

Y>}>
(4)

Description of Demo

We demonstrate the latest version of our wrapper toolkit
aa described in the previous sections. Specifically, we
show how to use our wrappers for accessing information from the following four different types of sources
containing bibliographic data in heterogeneous formats.
1. A University-owned legacy system called FOLIO
which is accessible through an interactive front-

does not SUP

end (called

port the < predicate on year. However, in a “productionversion” wrapper we slways make use of all the natively sup
ported

B:<
AND

Specifically, the postprocessing engine takes each answer object in the native query result, extracts the
year field of the object and checks if it is less than
1984. If so, the mewer object is included in the result
constructed by the engine. At the end, the engine returns only those entries whose year field is less than
1984. Finally, the driver passes the result back to the
application that issued the original query.

values).

21n a sense,

:–

INSPEC).

2. A Sybase relational DBMS which is accessible
through SQL.

efficiency.
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3. A collection
of UNIX tiles which
through a Perl script file.

are accessible

4. A World-Wide
Web source which is accessible
through our W WW extraction
utility [3].
Although
all four sources support different access methods, the wrappers
hide all source specific details from
the application/end-user
by exporting
a common
interface to the underlying
data independently
of where
and how it is stored.
By adding new templates
or
modifying
existing
ones, we show how one can quickly
enhance the query capabilities
of a wrapper or change
the structure
of the resulting
answers without
writing
one line of code.
Furthermore,
we demonstrate
the
postprocessing
capabilities
of our wrappers.
As part of the TSIMMIS project
we have also developed
a graphical
browsing
tool called MOBIE [2]
that lets users comect
to TSIMMIS components
using
HTTP
and the WWW.
MOBIE provides
mechanisms
for submitting
queries to wrappers and for navigat-

ing through OEM answer objects, zooming in on their
nested substructures as necessary. In our demo we
use MOBIEfor submitting queries to the wrappers and
for viewing the translated results as formatted, hyperlinked HTML pages.
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